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A year-long study of the writing
development of 27 first through third
graders in an English/Spanish bilingual
program was conducted during the
1980-81 school year. Samples of the
children's writing were collected at
four intervals, coded for computer
tallying, and analyzed in terms of codeswitching, spelling, punctuation and
segmentation, structural features,
stylistic devices, and content.
Additionally, the context in which the
writing developed was evaluated by
classroom observations, teacher
interviews, review of familial
backgrounds, and a survey of the
community language situation. Myths
about bilingual language proficiency,
biliteracy, bilingual education,
teaching writing, and learning to write
are all countered by evidence presented
in this study. In a discussion of
implications, the concept of a whole
language approach to writing
instruction is supported, in which
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authentic and functional texts are
offered to and produced by children.
Examples of the children's writing with
appropriate translations are given
along with various tables. Informal
follow-up information is presented in
three epilogues dealing with changes in
the researcher's commitment to the
study's original writing theories, the
writing of some students a year after
the study; and a chronological outline
of the demise of the bilingual program
used in the study. Appendices list
interview questions used for teachers
and aides and categories for coding the
writing data. This book contains 134
references. (ALL)
Prepared by U.S. linguists, this
dictionary uses idioms, phrases and
sentences as basic units — not single
words. English-Spanish and SpanishEnglish sections contain modern
equivalents for over 18,000 sentences.
Stroke is a major cause of death and
the major cause of adult neurological
disability in most of the world.
Despite its importance on a population
basis, research into the genetics of
stroke has lagged behind that of many
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other disorders. However, the situation
is now changing. Anincreasing number of
single gene disorders causing stroke
are being described, and there is
growing evidence that polygenic factors
are important in the risk of apparently
"sporadic" stroke.Stroke Genetics
provides an up-to-date review of the
area, suitable for clinicians treating
stroke patients, and both clinical and
non-clinical researchers in the field
of cerebrovascular disease. The full
range of monogenic stroke disorders
causing cerebrovascular disease,
including ischaemicstroke,
intracerebral haemorrhage, aneurysms
and arteriovenous malformations, are
covered. For each, clinical features,
diagnosis, and genetics are described.
Increasing evidence suggest that
genetic factors are also important for
the much more common multifactorial
stroke; this evidence isreviewed along
with the results of genetic studies in
this area. Optimal and novel strategies
for investigating multifactorial
stroke, including the use of
intermediate phenotypes such as intimamedia thickness and MRI detected small
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vessel disease are reviewed. The book
concludes by describing apractical
approach to investigating patients with
stroke for underlying genetic
disorders. Also included is a list of
useful websites.
"Now a major motion picture! Includes
full-color movie photos and exclusive
content!"--Dust jacket.
A Source of Novel Bioactive Compounds
for the Treatment of Obesity, Cancer
and Diabetes
Lived Religion and Local Faith from the
Conquest to the Present
I Am Malala
Scoring Forms
Diccionario enciclopédico hispanoamericano de literatura, ciencias y
artes: Apéndice 24-25. Segundo apéndice
26-28
It began -- and ended -- in 1958 when seven
children searched in the drains beneath Derry
for an evil creature, but in 1985, Mike, once one
of those children, makes six phone calls and
disinters an unremembered promise that sets off
the ultimate terror.
Extra-grammatical morphology is a hitherto
neglected area of research, highly marginalised
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because of its irregularity and unpredictability.
Yet many neologisms in English are formed by
means of extra-grammatical mechanisms, such
as abbreviation, blending and reduplication,
which therefore deserve both greater attention
and more systematic study. This book analyses
such phenomena.
Camila receives a text on her phone that leaves
her very intrigued. She doesn't know if she
should follow the impulse and find out what it's
about, or stay calm that Saturday at home. As
times goes by, she remembers key moments in
her life as the love she still feels for her (ex?)
best friend, her parents ́separation, or her first
period. Later, she'll have to make a difficult
decision. And here is where you help! What
Camila does (and the consequences she faces)
depends on your decision as well! Camila ́s
Decision is a bestseller which has been
translated into english and french, and sold over
45,000 copies.
El Súper Mega Gran Libro Gordo de los Chistes
Más gordo que el libro Gordo de Petete, más
Súper que el Mercarrona y más Mega que el
Chirincirco del Pedredrol. El Súper Mega Gran
Libro Gordo de los Chistes recopila cerca de
cinco mil chistes de todos los tiempos para
aquellos que desean partirse la caja, el ojete, el
culo o el esternón a base de risas. Risas
garantizadas, si no te ríes te devolvemos el
dinero en tu próxima vida. Palabrita del niño
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Jesús.
It
El círculo del ángel
Extra-grammatical Morphology in English
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind
Air Navigation Radio Aids
Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory
In An Aqueous Territory Ernesto Bassi traces the
configuration of a geographic space he calls the
transimperial Greater Caribbean between 1760 and
1860. Focusing on the Caribbean coast of New Granada
(present-day Colombia), Bassi shows that the region's
residents did not live their lives bounded by geopolitical
borders. Rather, the cross-border activities of sailors,
traders, revolutionaries, indigenous peoples, and others
reflected their perceptions of the Caribbean as a
transimperial space where trade, information, and people
circulated, both conforming to and in defiance of imperial
regulations. Bassi demonstrates that the islands,
continental coasts, and open waters of the transimperial
Greater Caribbean constituted a space that was
simultaneously Spanish, British, French, Dutch, Danish,
Anglo-American, African, and indigenous. Exploring the
"lived geographies" of the region's dwellers, Bassi
challenges preconceived notions of the existence of
discrete imperial spheres and the inevitable emergence
of independent nation-states while providing insights into
how people envision their own futures and make sense
of their place in the world.
From the author of L.A. Weather comes “a whimsical,
humorous, and passionate mystery that explores the
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love and hurt of a father and daughter on the run” (Jorge
Ramos, News Anchor for Univision). “1,001 nights in a
Mexicali womenʼs prison . . . González and Daughter
Trucking Co. is about our compulsion to make events
into stories and stories into bridges of
understanding.”̶John Sayles, Screenwriter and Director
Serving a sentence in a prison in Mexico, Libertad
González finds a clever way to pass the time with the
weekly Library Club, reading to her fellow inmates from
whatever books she can find in the prisonʼs meager
supply. The story that emerges, though, has nothing to
do with the words printed on the pages. She tells of a
former literature professor and fugitive of the Mexican
government who reinvents himself as a trucker in the
United States. There he falls in love with a wild woman
with whom he shares his truck and his life̶that is until
Joaquín González unexpectedly finds himself alone on
the road with a baby girl and González & Daughter
Trucking Co. is born. Joaquín and his daughter make the
cab of an 18-wheeler their home, sharing
everything̶adventures, books, truck-stop chow, and
memories of the girlʼs mother̶until one day the girl
grows into a woman, and a chance encounter with one
man causes her to rebel against another. With her
stories, Libertad enthralls a group of female prisoners
every bit as eccentric as the tales she tells. In González
and Daughter Trucking Co., bestselling author María
Amparo Escandón seamlessly blends together these
elements into one compelling and unexpected
conclusion that will have you cheering for Libertad and
filled with joy.
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For more than forty years, animal health professionals
have turned to the Merck Veterinary Manualfor
integrated, concise and reliable veterinary information.
Now this manual covering the diagnosis, treatment, and
prevention of diseases of companion, food and zoo
animals.is available on an easy-to-use, fully searchable
CD-ROM. The CD includes the full text of The Merck
Veterinary Manual 8/e and has been enhanced with
picture links featuring original anatomical artwork and
numerous clinical and diagnostic illustrations, table links
and quick search links that provide quick accesss to
cross referenced text.
Things have never been easy for Oscar. A ghetto nerd
living with his Dominican family in New Jersey, he's
sweet but disastrously overweight. He dreams of
becoming the next J.R.R. Tolkien and he keeps falling
hopelessly in love. Poor Oscar may never get what he
wants, thanks to the Fukú - the curse that has haunted
his family for generations. With dazzling energy and
insight Díaz immerses us in the tumultuous lives of
Oscar; his runaway sister Lola; their beautiful mother
Belicia; and in the family's uproarious journey from the
Dominican Republic to the US and back. Rendered with
uncommon warmth and humour, The Brief Wondrous
Life of Oscar Wao is a literary triumph, that confirms
Junot Díaz as one of the most exciting writers of our
time.
Proceedings of the Seventh International Symposium on
the Biology of the Turbellaria, held at Åbo/Turku, Finland,
17‒22 June 1993
Puto amor
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Wonder
El Super Mega Gran Libro gordo de los chistes
Stories that Must Not Die
Abbreviations, Blends, Reduplicatives, and Related
Phenomena
El Super Mega Gran Libro gordo de los
chistesIndependent Published Spanish Bookz
Turbellaria, the mainly free-living flatworms, and some of
their parasitic relatives, are among the simplest of the
metazoa and, as such, provide ideal models for a wide
range of fundamental studies. The 60 contributions to
Biology of Turbellaria and some Related Flatworms
cover taxonomy and phylogeny, biogeography and
genetics, ecology and behaviour, Anatomy and
ultrastructure, development and regeneration, genes and
sequences, and neurophysiology. Biology of Turbellaria
and some Related Flatworms is the most recent
compilation in the series published in Hydrobiologia
since 1981, covering research on these flatworms
assembled by the world's leading authorities on the
group. Audience: These papers present the advanced
student and serious researcher with up to date
information on an important, but often neglected group
whose place in the animal kingdom demands greater
attention.
A bilingual collection of legends and stories.
Over 800 million adults worldwide, two thirds of them
women, are unable to reap the benefits of literate
expression. In this publication, the author aims to dispel
the notion that illiteracy is principally confined to rural
areas, which has for many years been the main focus of
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development programs. Through a series of case studies
and analysis this book provides a valuable insight into
what literacy can mean in an urban setting and explores
the many ways it is used to enhance the lives of
individuals. It highlights the need for greater
understanding of the diversity of literacy learning and
explores the practical issues in providing assistance to
those who aspire to improve their literacy
skills.--Publisher's description.
Why It Can Matter More Than IQ
Stroke Genetics
Urban Literacy
Les étudiants Américains en France
Camila s Decision
The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao
This book presents comprehensive coverage on the importance of
good nutrition in the treatment and management of obesity, cancer
and diabetes. Naturally occurring bioactive compounds are
ubiquitous in most dietary plants available to humans and provide
opportunities for the management of diseases. The text provides
information about the major causes of these diseases and their
association with nutrition. The text also covers the role of dietary
phytochemicals in drug development and their pathways. Later
chapters emphasize novel bioactive compounds as anti-diabetic,
anti-cancer and anti-obesity agents and describe their mechanisms
to regulate cell metabolism. Written by global team of experts,
Dietary Phytochemicals: A Source of Novel Bioactive Compounds
for the Treatment of Obesity, Cancer and Diabetes describes the
potentials of novel phytochemicals, their sources, and underlying
mechanism of action. The chapters were drawn systematically and
incorporated sequentially to facilitate proper understanding. This
book is intended for nutritionists, physicians, medicinal chemists,
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drug developers in research and development, postgraduate
students and scientists in area of nutrition and life sciences.
Here, Jennifer Scheper Hughes traces popular devotion to the
Cristo Aparecido over five centuries of Mexican history. Each
chapter investigates a single incident in the encounter between
believers and the image.
It is November 25, 1960, and three beautiful sisters have been
found near their wrecked Jeep at the bottom of a 150-foot cliff on
the north coast of the Dominican Republic. The official state
newspaper reports their deaths as accidental. It does not mention
that a fourth sister lives. Nor does it explain that the sisters were
among the leading opponents of Gen. Rafael Leonidas Trujillo’s
dictatorship. It doesn’t have to. Everybody knows of Las
Mariposas—“The Butterflies.” In this extraordinary novel, the
voices of all four sisters—Minerva, Patria, María Teresa, and the
survivor, Dedé—speak across the decades to tell their own stories,
from hair ribbons and secret crushes to gunrunning and prison
torture, and to describe the everyday horrors of life under
Trujillo’s rule. Through the art and magic of Julia Alvarez’s
imagination, the martyred Butterflies live again in this novel of
courage and love, and the human cost of political oppression.
The second edition of the Handbook of Test Development provides
graduate students and professionals with an up-to-date, researchoriented guide to the latest developments in the field. Including
thirty-two chapters by well-known scholars and practitioners, it is
divided into five sections, covering the foundations of test
development, content definition, item development, test design and
form assembly, and the processes of test administration,
documentation, and evaluation. Keenly aware of developments in
the field since the publication of the first edition, including
changes in technology, the evolution of psychometric theory, and
the increased demands for effective tests via educational policy,
the editors of this edition include new chapters on assessing
noncognitive skills, measuring growth and learning progressions,
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automated item generation and test assembly, and computerized
scoring of constructed responses. The volume also includes
expanded coverage of performance testing, validity, fairness, and
numerous other topics. Edited by Suzanne Lane, Mark R.
Raymond, and Thomas M. Haladyna, The Handbook of Test
Development, 2nd edition, is based on the revised Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing, and is appropriate for
graduate courses and seminars that deal with test development and
usage, professional testing services and credentialing agencies,
state and local boards of education, and academic libraries serving
these groups.
Dirty Spanish: Third Edition
Ulrich's Periodicals Directory
Ulysses
Conversation in the Cathedral
Edicion profusamente ilustrada con miles de pequeños grabados
intercalados en el texto y tirados aparte, que reproducen las
diferentes especies de los reinos animal, vegetal y mineral
Communication, Identity, and Learning in Development Contexts
"Having been born a freeman, and for more
than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of
liberty in a free State—and having at the end
of that time been kidnapped and sold into
Slavery, where I remained, until happily
rescued in the month of January, 1853, after
a bondage of twelve years—it has been
suggested that an account of my life and
fortunes would not be uninteresting to the
public." -an excerpt
Daniel Goleman offers a vital new curriculum
for life that can change the future for us
and for our children
A Haunting tale of power, corruption, and the
complex search for identity Conversation in
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The Cathedral takes place in 1950s Peru
during the dictatorship of Manuel A. Odría.
Over beers and a sea of freely spoken words,
the conversation flows between two
individuals, Santiago and Ambrosia, who talk
of their tormented lives and of the overall
degradation and frustration that has slowly
taken over their town. Through a complicated
web of secrets and historical references,
Mario Vargas Llosa analyzes the mental and
moral mechanisms that govern power and the
people behind it. More than a historic
analysis, Conversation in The Cathedral is a
groundbreaking novel that tackles identity as
well as the role of a citizen and how a lack
of personal freedom can forever scar a people
and a nation.
This book covers the nutritional and
nutraceutical profiles of a wide range of
popularly consumed vegetables and nuts. The
first half of the book focuses on popular
vegetables, and describes how higher
vegetable consumption reduces the risk of
diseases ranging from diabetes to
osteoporosis, diseases of the
gastrointestinal tract, cardiovascular
diseases, autoimmune diseases and cancer. The
book also includes an interesting section on
the antioxidant potential of mushrooms. In
turn, the second half discusses the
nutritional value of various nuts. Nuts are
nutrient-dense foods with complex matrices
rich in unsaturated fats, high-quality
protein, fiber, minerals, tocopherols,
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phytosterols and phenolics. The respective
chapters illustrate how the consumption of
nuts could ward off chronic diseases like
hypertension, cancer, inflammation, oxidative
stress, high blood pressure, coronary heart
disease etc. In order to effectively promote
vegetable and nut consumption, it is
necessary to know and understand the
nutritional and nutraceutical profiles of
vegetables & nuts. Given its scope, the book
will be of interest to students, researchers,
food scientists, olericulturists, dietitians
and agricultural scientists alike. Those
working in the vegetable and nut processing
industries, horticultural departments and
other agricultural departments will also find
the comprehensive information relevant to
their work.
A Road Novel with Literary License
Dietary Phytochemicals
Biology of Turbellaria and some Related
Flatworms
Empirical modelling of translation and
interpreting
Everyday Slang from "What's Up?" to "F*%#
Off!"
Emotional Intelligence
Empirical research is carried out in a cyclic way:
approaching a research area bottom-up, data
lead to interpretations and ideally to the
abstraction of laws, on the basis of which a
theory can be derived. Deductive research is
based on a theory, on the basis of which
hypotheses can be formulated and tested
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against the background of empirical data.
Looking at the state-of-the-art in translation
studies, either theories as well as models are
designed or empirical data are collected and
interpreted. However, the final step is still
lacking: so far, empirical data has not lead to
the formulation of theories or models, whereas
existing theories and models have not yet been
comprehensively tested with empirical methods.
This publication addresses these issues from
several perspectives: multi-method product- as
well as process-based research may gain
insights into translation as well as interpreting
phenomena. These phenomena may include
cognitive and organizational processes,
procedures and strategies, competence and
performance, translation properties and
universals, etc. Empirical findings about the
deeper structures of translation and
interpreting will reduce the gap between
translation and interpreting practice and model
and theory building. Furthermore, the
availability of more large-scale empirical testing
triggers the development of models and theories
concerning translation and interpreting
phenomena and behavior based on quantifiable,
replicable and transparent data.
No topic is more central to innovation and
current practice in testing and assessment
today than computers and the Internet. This
timely publication highlights four main themes
that define current issues, technical advances
and applications of computer-based testing:
Advances in computer-based testing -- new test
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designs, item selection algorithms, exposure
control issues and methods, and new tests that
capitalize on the power of computer technology.
Operational issues -- systems design, test
security, and legal and ethical matters. New and
improved uses -- for tests in employment and
credentialing. The future of computer-based
testing -- identifying potential issues,
developments, major advances and problems to
overcome. Written by internationally recognized
contributors, each chapter focuses on issues of
control, quality, security and technology. These
issues provide the basic structure for the
International Test Commission's new Guidelines
on Computer-Based Testing and Testing on the
Internet. The contributions to this book have
played a key role in the development of these
guidelines. Computer-Based Testing and the
Internet is a comprehensive guide for all
professionals, academics and practitioners
working in the fields of education,
credentialing, personnel testing and
organizational assessment. It will also be of
value to students developing expertise in these
areas.
Learn the slang words, modern phrases, and
curses they definitely never taught you in
Spanish class with this super-handy and
hilariously improper English-Spanish
phrasebook. You already know enough Spanish
to get by, but you want to be able to tell those
inside jokes, greet your friends in a laid-back
manner, and casually pick someone up at a bar.
From “What’s up?” to “Wanna go home with
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me?” Dirty Spanish will teach you how to speak
like you're a regular on the streets of Madrid or
Buenos Aires. But you’ll also discover material
that goes beyond a traditional phrasebook,
including: Hilarious insults Provocative facts
Explicit swear words Themed Spanish cocktails
And more! Next time you’re traveling to Spain,
Mexico, or Argentina, pick up this book, drop
the textbook formality, and get dirty!
El esperado nuevo libro de Malbert Bienvenida,
bienvenido, bienvenide al maravilloso mundo de
las desgracias amorosas de una servidora.
Hablemos de amor, pero no de un amor
idealizado, sino del AMOR DE VERDAD: una
puta mierda. Hola, xoxo. Yo soy Malbert y, por si
no me conoces, te diré que soy un poco como la
amiga guarra que todos tenemos. Y si no la
tienes, es que esa amiga eres tú. No lo niego,
soy como el agua de Galicia: un poco fresca.
Pero lo mismo que tengo de puta lo tengo de
desgraciada. El amor no es lo mío, por mucho
que yo lo intente. La suerte no es mi fiel amiga,
bien lo sabe mi vida sentimental. En realidad a
mí la suerte me persigue, pero yo siempre
consigo ser más rápido. Capaz que Cupido se
enamoró de mí y no me quiere ver con nadie.
Estoy harto del amor. No me volveré a enamorar
jamás. Jamás. Hasta que alguien me haga otra
vez un poco de caso, evidentemente. Pegarme la
hostia y no aprender is my passion. Durante mi
extensa trayectoria en busca de alguien que me
soporte, he vivido mil y una historias. ¿Quién no
ha tenido que fingir alguna vez una intoxicación
por mayonesa en mal estado en medio de una
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cita para escapar del pesado de Tinder? ¿Quién
no se lo ha montado en un tanatorio? «El
casquete de la muerte» lo llamo yo. ¿Quién no
ha tenido nunca un pensamiento intrusivo sobre
asesinar a alguno de sus ex? Citas desastrosas,
hombres gilipollas -bueno, hombres en general-,
novios pillados in fraganti y mucho puterío es lo
que te espera en este libro.
Arts & Humanities Citation Index
Dictionary of Spoken Spanish
Mastering the Inner Game of Wealth
A Tagmemic Analysis of Mexican Spanish
Clauses
Diccionario enciclopedico hispano-americano de
literatura, ciencias y artes
Antioxidants in Vegetables and Nuts Properties and Health Benefits

Secrets of the Millionaire Mind reveals the missing link
between wanting success and achieving it! Have you
ever wondered why some people seem to get rich easily,
while others are destined for a life of financial struggle?
Is the difference found in their education, intelligence,
skills, timing, work habits, contacts, luck, or their choice
of jobs, businesses, or investments? The shocking
answer is: None of the above! In his groundbreaking
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind, T. Harv Eker states:
"Give me five minutes, and I can predict your financial
future for the rest of your life!" Eker does this by
identifying your "money and success blueprint." We all
have a personal money blueprint ingrained in our
subconscious minds, and it is this blueprint, more than
anything, that will determine our financial lives. You can
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know everything about marketing, sales, negotiations,
stocks, real estate, and the world of finance, but if your
money blueprint is not set for a high level of success,
you will never have a lot of money̶and if somehow
you do, you will most likely lose it! The good news is
that now you can actually reset your money blueprint to
create natural and automatic success. Secrets of the
Millionaire Mind is two books in one. Part I explains
how your money blueprint works. Through Eker's rare
combination of street smarts, humor, and heart, you will
learn how your childhood influences have shaped your
financial destiny. You will also learn how to identify
your own money blueprint and "revise" it to not only
create success but, more important, to keep and
continually grow it. In Part II you will be introduced to
seventeen "Wealth Files," which describe exactly how
rich people think and act differently than most poor and
middle-class people. Each Wealth File includes action
steps for you to practice in the real world in order to
dramatically increase your income and accumulate
wealth. If you are not doing as well financially as you
would like, you will have to change your money
blueprint. Unfortunately your current money blueprint
will tend to stay with you for the rest of your life, unless
you identify and revise it, and that's exactly what you
will do with the help of this extraordinary book.
According to T. Harv Eker, it's simple. If you think like
rich people think and do what rich people do, chances
are you'll get rich too!
A MEMOIR BY THE YOUNGEST RECIPIENT OF THE
NOBEL PEACE PRIZE As seen on Netflix with David
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Letterman "I come from a country that was created at
midnight. When I almost died it was just after midday."
When the Taliban took control of the Swat Valley in
Pakistan, one girl spoke out. Malala Yousafzai refused to
be silenced and fought for her right to an education. On
Tuesday, October 9, 2012, when she was fifteen, she
almost paid the ultimate price. She was shot in the head
at point-blank range while riding the bus home from
school, and few expected her to survive. Instead,
Malala's miraculous recovery has taken her on an
extraordinary journey from a remote valley in northern
Pakistan to the halls of the United Nations in New York.
At sixteen, she became a global symbol of peaceful
protest and the youngest nominee ever for the Nobel
Peace Prize. I AM MALALA is the remarkable tale of a
family uprooted by global terrorism, of the fight for
girls' education, of a father who, himself a school owner,
championed and encouraged his daughter to write and
attend school, and of brave parents who have a fierce
love for their daughter in a society that prizes sons. I
AM MALALA will make you believe in the power of one
person's voice to inspire change in the world.
Loosely based on the Odyssey, this landmark of modern
literature follows ordinary Dubliners through an entire
day in 1904. Captivating experimental techniques range
from interior monologues to exuberant wordplay and
earthy humor.
This textbook includes all 13 chapters of Français
interactif. It accompanies www.laits.utexas.edu/fi, the
web-based French program developed and in use at the
University of Texas since 2004, and its companion site,
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Tex's French Grammar (2000)
www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/ Français interactif is an open
acess site, a free and open multimedia resources, which
requires neither password nor fees. Français interactif
has been funded and created by Liberal Arts
Instructional Technology Services at the University of
Texas, and is currently supported by COERLL, the
Center for Open Educational Resources and Language
Learning UT-Austin, and the U.S. Department of
Education Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education (FIPSE Grant P116B070251) as an example
of the open access initiative.
Sailor Geographies and New Granada's Transimperial
Greater Caribbean World
Français Interactif
Gonzalez and Daughter Trucking Co.
Handbook of Test Development
The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by
the Taliban
Había Una Vez
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